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Data collection…
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How to convert this…

… into this?

1000 – 100,000 x-ray microdiffraction 

patterns

Crystal orientation map

50 mm

001

011111

Stress map

sxx

syyszz

Misorientation map



XMAS: X-Ray Microdiffraction Analysis Software

- Desktop windows machines

- IDL visual interface, core 

calculations in Fortran

- Continued development at 

the ALS. XMAS v.1 (~2000)

- Diffraction scan analysis 

(white or mono), many utilities 

(over 70 different 

functionalities)

- Current version is XMAS v6

- Used at the ALS, PLS, SLS, 

CLS, Diamond and ESRF

- Still has some bugs !

- Continually updated (once 

every month) 
https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/bl12-3-2/user-resources



Laue diffraction data analysis:

Calibration 

Peak search and fitting

Laue indexing

Strain refinement

Laue simulations

Peak shape study

Auto analysis

Monochromatic diffraction data analysis:

Calibration

Indexing

Strain refinement

Auto analysis

Energy scan analysis

Stand-alone indexing

3D triangulation data analysis 

3D wire scan data analysis [DAXM]

Utilities (Image treatment, Mosaic, Movie, 

stereographic projection, pole figures, etc…)

Data collection (PC/Unix)

Cluster version for Laue indexing and strain 

refinement (Linux): 48 nodes

XMAS: capabilities

In red: core functions

Supported file formats: TIFF, SPE, 

Bruker, PNG, binary, PGM, …

Supported detectors: MAR/RAYONIX, 

Bruker, DECTRIS Pilatus, Princeton, etc…



Tutorial Outline

- Installation/system requirement

- Analyzing a Laue pattern with XMAS: Basics

- Analyzing a powder pattern with XMAS: Basics

- 3D X-Ray Microdiffraction

- Stand-alone Laue pattern indexation

- Some utilities

- Exercises



XMAS: Installation

Idl62win.exe  => installing IDL runtime version

XMAS_v6.sav => main XMAS interface 

XMASv6.zip => parameters folder

XMASscriptdll.dll => DLL library (in c:\XMASv6\param\)

C:\XMASv6\crysfiles\

param\

stdfiles\

stffiles\

temp\

https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/bl12-3-2/user-

resources

System requirement: Windows 7,8

P



XMAS: Set up a project

File/Set Project Directories

File/Set Frame Type

P



Laue X-Ray Microdiffraction

Image treatment

Geometry Calibration using a reference sample

Peak Search and fitting

Laue pattern indexing

(Deviatoric) strain refinement

Automated analysis

Results display

Plastic deformation



Laue patterns provide information on crystal structure, grain 
orientation, plastic and elastic strain.

What can we learn from a Laue (white beam) pattern ?



Preliminary: Image treatment

Image treatments

- Flat field correction

- Spatial correction

- Dark current subtraction

- Background fit and removal

Those are usually supplied by the 

detector manufacturer



XMAS: background fit and subtraction

= +

Background fit and subtraction 

(XMAS uses a 2D algorithm based 

on Bruckner’s [1D])

Based on Brückner, S., (2000) J. of App. Cryst., 33, 977-979.

Image/Fit and Remove Background



Parameters/Set Image Treatment for 

Automated Analysis

Other options:

- Subtraction of an 

image

- Smoothing

- For Pilatus, pattern 

completion 

(removing the black 

grid)



https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/bl12-3-2/workshop-materials

Download Silicon_350_90.tif

File/Load Image

P



Image/Fit and Remove Background

P



Preliminary: Geometry Calibration

Geometry calibration (sample configuration with respect 

to beam and detector)

- using a powder sample of a reference sample

- using a single crystal Laue pattern of a 

reference sample



Tilt angles of

CCD with respect to

incident beam

(3 param.)

Center 

channel

of detector (2 

param.)

Distance CCD-sample

(1 param.)

X-ray

Area Detector

Sample

Usually 5 unknowns to be determined:

For strain measurements, these need 

to be determined very accurately

Use of a calibration sample

XMAS: geometry calibration

Alumina 

powder

Single crystal Si



Inputs:

- Energy (wavelength)

- Detector characteristics

- Detector position

XMAS: geometry calibration
Parameters/calibration parameters



Parameters/calibration parameters

P



Preliminary: Setting Crystal Structure

With Laue

- Crystal Structure is known

- Crystal Orientation is unknown



*.cri file are ASCII 

files

In 

c:\XMASv6\crysfiles\



Parameters/Crystal Structure

P



Peak search and fitting

- Peak search and fitting

- Necessary first step in analyzing single crystal data

- Blob/maxima search approach

- Originally in IDL, now in Fortran (faster)

- Some peak analysis included (integrated intensity, peak 

widths, …)



XMAS: peak search

White beam 

patterns are usually 

far more complex 

than monochromatic 

patterns

Shocked quartz 

sample



Threshold

Peak fit 
Constraints 

Mask 

XMAS: peak search Analysis/ Peak Search



Automated peak search and fitting procedure

- Average background level determination 

(histogram approach)

- Thresholding, blob (contiguous pixel areas) 

determination.

- Finding maxima inside each blob (maximum 

defined as pixel position with value higher than all 

its neighbors)

- Centroid determination, peak fitting (2D Gaussian, 

Lorentzian or Pearson VII), integrated intensity 

calculation, with all pixels back in

- Elimination of peaks that do not satisfy certain 

criteria (GoF, width, intensity, …)

XMAS: peak search



Analysis/Peak SearchAnalysis/Peak Search

P



Laue indexing

- Laue indexing

- Original approach by J.-S. Chung and G.E. Ice

- Multi-grain indexing

- Can treat any sample geometry and any crystal 

symmetry

- Crystal structure known/ orientation unknown



XMAS: Laue pattern indexing of small unit cell structures: algorithm

Crystal structure is known

Crystallographic orientation is unknown

Crystal structure

+ Energy range (6-24 kev)

List of Peak positions on the CCD

Beam direction kin

detector position and dimensions
q2

q2

a1

Find pairs q1, q2 (thus  a1) matching calculated and measured 

values within a given angular tolerance

Calculated qhkl list of 

reflections

Experimental qi list of reflections

Choose pairs indexing the largest number of reflections within 

a given angular tolerance. Look for “missing” reflections.

Si Laue pattern

kin

kout
q

2q



XMAS: Laue pattern indexing of small unit cell structures: parameters

Parameters/calibration parameters





XMAS: Laue pattern indexing of small unit cell structures: algorithm

Robustness of 

algorithm is key for 

treatment of complex 

Laue patterns…

Criteria for “good 

indexing”

Constraints for fast 

indexing

Search for “missing” 

reflections

Analysis/Laue indexing

Analysis/Options



XMAS: Laue patterns in the real world: multigrain indexing….

In this gold Laue 

film pattern up to 

7 gold grains 

were indexed 

showing a loose 

(111) fiber 

texture

Gold film (courtesy: K. 

Magid)

Analysis/Laue indexing



Example 2: BaTiO3

Domain variants can 

be indexed 

individually

Analysis/Laue indexing

File/Save… Laue indexing



XMAS: Laue patterns indexing, new algorithm

Van Wamelen, P. B., Li, Z. & Lyengar, S. S. (2004).

Pattern Recognition. 37, 1699 – 1711.

2D

3D

Much faster… but less 

robust

Experimental

Theoretical

Use of a generalization of a pattern matching algorithm 

Analysis/Laue indexing new algorithm



Analysis/Laue Indexing New Algorithm

P



Parameters/Strain calibration Laue 

refinement parameters

P



Analysis/ Strain refinement, calibration

P



Parameters/calibration parameters

P



Analysis/Laue Indexing New Algorithm

P



Analysis/ Strain refinement, calibration

P



Parameters/calibration parameters

P



File/Load Image

Now let’s load NiTi_00001.tif
P



Image/Fit and Remove Background

P



Analysis/Peak Search

P



Parameters/Crystal Structure

P

If not in the list, add NiTiaustenite.cri file in the 

c:\XMASv6\crysfiles\ subfolder



Analysis/Laue Indexing New Algorithm

P



Strain refinement

- Strain refinement in Laue patterns

- From Laue patterns

- Plastic deformation 



XMAS: Laue strain refinement

Deviations of the Laue peaks positions from their “unstrained” 

positions provide the distortional strain tensor.

–Stress tensor: sij = Cijkl ekl

Homogeneity property:

Deviatoric strain:

Computation of:

Principal strain/stress

Equivalent strain/stress

Maximum Resolved Shear stress

Dilatational strain

Hydrostatic stress

Total strain/stress tensor



Parameters/Strain calibration Laue 

refinement parameters

Select the parameters to refine

P



Parameters/Crystal Structure

P

Stiffness constants file is needed for converting strain into 

stress

sij = Cijkl ekl



Analysis/ Strain refinement, calibration

P



XMAS: Saving options

File/Save… Strain

File/Save… Laue Indexing

Indexation

Crystal Orientation

Strain tensor

P



Automated Analysis

Iterative analysis of 1000s of files using the 

same calibration parameters defined by the 

analysis of the first image



Automated Analysis/ Set automatic 

analysis of Laue patterns

P



Displaying the results of an automated 

analysis

The automated analysis create for each file:

- a peak list file *.DAT

- an indexation file *.IND

- a strain file *.STR

A summary sequential list *.SEQ file

*.SEQ is a binary file that can be loaded into 

XMAS



Parameters/Crystal Structure

Set crystal structure to ni.cri P



Load unanneal_314_coarse_.SEQ

Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File

P



Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File

P



Plotting out-of-plane orientation (ORSNR)

Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File/Display

P



Use filter
P



Use palette
P



P



P



Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File

P



Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File/Display RGB

P



Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File

P



Analysis/ Read Analysis Sequential 

List File/Pole Figure

P



Plasticity

Peak Shape study



Plasticity effect on Laue peaks: GND and GNBs

Excess dislocations of the same sign (Geometrically Necessary Dislocations or 
GND) causes lattice curvatures than can be measured by Laue…

1) If GND are randomly distributed, 
the resulting deformation is 
equivalent to a pure bending

L

b
θtan 

Rb

1


Cahn-Nye Relation

2) Subgrains boundaries (GNBs) are the 
result of redistribution of dislocations 
in dislocation walls



White beam example:  Determining dislocation active glide systems

Good fit with a prismatic slip… (g//[1,0,-1,0],b//[1,-2,1,0], 

t//[0,0,0,1])

Deformed Zirconium

Pure bendingHypothesis: Reflection “streaking” originates 

from geometrically necessary dislocations 

Shape of the 

reflections can be 

fitted to simulated 

reflections

Rb

1


Cahn-Nye Relation

Compressed Zirconium polycrystal 

(courtesy: O. Castelnau)

Parameters/Set Glide Plans and 

Directions

Utilities/ Simulate Streaked Laue 

Patterns



1.- (1,1,1) [-1,1,0] [1,1,-2]

2.- (1,1,1) [-1,0,1] [1,-2,1]

3.- (1,1,1) [0,-1,1] [-2,1,1]

4.- (-1,-1,1) [-1,1,0] [1,1,2]

5.- (-1,-1,1) [-1,0,-1] [-1,2,1]

6.- (-1,-1,1) [0,-1,-1] [2,-1,1]

7.- (-11,-1) [1,1,0] [-1,1,2]

8.- (-11,-1) [-1,0,1] [1,2,1]

9.- (-11,-1) [0,-1,-1] [-2,-1,1]

10.- (-11,1) [1,10] [1,-1,2]

11.- (-11,1) [-1,0,-1] [-1,-2,1]

12.- (-11,1) [0,-1,1] [2,1,1]

Plasticity effect on Laue peaks: Active slip systems

Electromigration 
induced plastic 
deformation in Al 
interconnects

Accelerated test at 
280 °C

g,    b,    t

Streak directions of the Laue 
spots provide information on 
the dislocation slip system

Shape of the 
reflections can be 
fitted to simulated 
reflections



Analysis/Laue Indexing New Algorithm

P
Index the Niti_00001.tif file 

again



Utilities/Simulate Laue pattern Image

P



Utilities/Simulate Streaked Laue Patterns

PSimulate streaked patterns with (-1,-1,-1)[0,-1,1] slip 

system



Peak Shape Analysis

Analysis/Peak Study



Parameters/calibration parameters
PSave calibration as 

Laue_90.cal



Analysis of Powder diffraction patterns

- Analysis of powder diffraction patterns

- Ring indexing

- Phase distribution

- Strain refinement 



Powder patterns allow to identify structural phases, evaluate texture 
and measure strain/stress.

What can we learn from a powder diffraction (Monochromatic) pattern ?



File/Set Project Directories

File/Set Frame Type

P



Preliminary: Image treatment and 

Calibration

Image treatments

- Flat field correction

- Spatial correction

- Dark current subtraction

- Background fit and removal

Geometry calibration

- use of a calibration powder sample

Those are usually supplied by the 

detector manufacturer



Download Al2O3_12keV_50deg_350.tif

File/Load Image

P



Image/Fit and Remove Background

P



Parameters/calibration parameters

Set Initial Calibration parameters
P



Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis of 

powder patterns

P



Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis of 

powder patterns

Parameters/calibration parameters

Play with calibration until close match is 

achieved
P



Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis of 

powder patterns

Then run the fitting routine and set calibration. 

You might need to iterate a few times P



Parameters/calibration parameters

Calibration is set. You can save the calibration for 

later use. P



Phase Identification

Comparing rings with those from the 

database (*.STD file)



Load Corrosion_0001.tif

File/Load Image

Image/Fit and Remove Background

P



Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis of 

powder patterns

The textured rings belong to bcc Iron P



Adding a *.STD file to the database

Parameters/Crystal Structure

Utilities/Calculate Powder 

Diffractogram

P



Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis of 

powder patterns

The spotty rings belong to troilite P



XMAS: Indexing of powder patterns by ring fitting

Use of XMAS ring 

overlay routine

Fine if you know 

what’s in your sample 

or if there is only a 

limited number of 

possibilities …

Poly-Cu

Analysis/ Calibration, Analysis 

of powder patterns



Integration: Going from 2D to 1D

Integration allows to compared 1D 

diffractogram with a database (such as ICDD)



Analysis/ Integration along 2theta

P
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2q integration: 

integrating a 2D 

pattern into a 1D 

pattern

Can be run in ICDD 

database, JADE



Automated Analysis/Set stage-twotheta analysis

Mapping evolution of 1D diffractogram with 

sample stage position P



Analysis/Integration along 2theta

Integrating in 2q over a single ring
P



Automated Analysis/Set chi-twotheta analysis

…can be used to map the distribution of a 

phase in the sample



Integrating in c over a single ring

Analysis/Integration along chi

P



Determining the entire strain/stress tensor from monochromatic beam
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Nonlinear optimization with 6 unknowns 

(eij)

Data: Each position on the rings, 

characterized by 2q (i.e. dfy),  and 

values.

Error: 0.04%

2q ( i.e. dfy)
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Determining the entire strain/stress tensor from monochromatic beam



Analysis/Psi-Twotheta integration

Automated Analysis/Set sin square psi 

Analysis



3D X-Ray Microdiffraction using 

Polychromatic radiation

Al-sapphire composite (Bale et al., 2008)

-Broader energy bandpass 

toward high energy allows for 3D 

X-ray microdiffraction techniques 

(depth resolution)

- 3 possible techniques:

- depth fitting

- triangulation

- wire scan (DAXM)



X-rays

3D X-ray microdiffraction: depth fitting

Depth is a fitting parameter in the 

crystal orientation/strain refinement 

routine

Data collection: fast

Depth resolution: 10-25 um Determining growth direction of 

tin whisker (Choi et al., )



The Triangulation technique

H. A. Bale, J. C. Hanan, N. Tamura

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Oklahoma State University, 

Stillwater, OK
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Sample: 140 mm diameter 

sapphire fiber in Al matrix.

Principle: white beam Laue 

patterns at several detector 

distances



40 mm
The triangulation 

technique



50 mm
The triangulation 

technique



60 mm
The triangulation 

technique



70 mm
The triangulation 

technique



80 mm
The triangulation 

technique



•Triangulation consists in ray-tracing back 

the reflections back to the sample. 

•If several reflections from a grain are 

known, all the reflections belonging to this 

grain should converge to the point of origin 

of the scattering rays.

•Algorithm:

•Reflections positions are fitted using 

a 2D shape function

•Reflections are sorted out by grains 

using multigrain indexation

•Diffraction patterns taken at several 

distances are scaled and stacked 

together (here 10 images/point)

•Point of origin (depth) of diffraction 

for each grain (grain position) are 

ray-traced backed.

•Strain is computed at correct depth

The triangulation technique



•Slices: cross section of 

grains at certain depth 

(show grain orientation, 

strain)

•Depth +/- 25 mm accuracy 

(depends on the number 

of reflections, number of 

image distances, …)

The triangulation technique



3D X-ray microdiffraction: the triangulation technique

Depth resolution by 

pattern correlation 

between images 

from different 

distances 

Sn sample

Data collection: moderate (x 5-10)

Depth resolution: ~ 5 um



•Images are stacked

•A few reflections from a given grain are 

selected

•Align same reflections from each image and 

ray-trace back to the origin (least-square 

refinement)

•Procedure needs to be repeated for each 

grain: rather labor intensive

•Additional: contiguity criterion used for 

estimating shape of grains.

Analysis/Triangulation from chosen peaks



Automated Analysis/Set Triangulation 

reconstruction



The 3D Structural Microscope or DAXM (Differential 

Aperture X-Ray Microscope)

Analytical procedure:

•Wire position with respect to the area 

detector and beam position need to be 

carefully calibrated

•Ray trace of outgoing beam is given by 

position of wire when it extinguishes the 

reflection and position of reflection on the 

area detector. Depth from which the 

intensity comes can be computed

•In order to have the right accuracy, b<<a

•Pixel intensities are sorted by depth. Laue 

diffraction pattern from each depth is 

reconstructed and can be analyzed 

(orientation, strain, …)

Area Detector

Wire

a

b

X-ray

Developed at the APS (Larson, Ice et al., 2000)

Scanning wire used to sort detector pixel intensities 

by depth



The 3D Structural Microscope or DAXM (Differential 

Aperture X-Ray Microscope)

Use of a gold wire mounted on two scan 

stages as a depth profiler

Example: Ni sample



The 3D Structural Microscope or DAXM (Differential 

Aperture X-Ray Microscope)

Ni polycrystal

Data collection: slow (x 300-600)

Depth resolution: ~ 1 um

(-4,2,4)



Automated Analysis/Set DAXM 

reconstruction



Indexing Laue patterns of unknown 

structures

Indexing Laue patterns of unknown structures

- stand-alone indexing

- energy scan approach

- direct detection detector



Stand-alone indexing of Laue patterns

Based on the search 

of conics of densely 

packed reflection 

planes and 

fundamental triangles
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File/Set Project Directories

Create a new Work Directory

Load abinitio_test_calib.cal calibration file

Parameters/calibration parameters

P



File/Load Image

Image/Fit and Remove Background

Load unknowncrystal_0001.tif file
P



Analysis/Peak Search

Peak Search
P



Analysis/Ab initio Laue Indexing

Find Conics
P



Find Septets: 33 found
P



Generate Initial Lattice from 

1st Septet P



Generate Difference Vectors
P



Find Unit Cell: Most probably body-centered 

tetragonal (c/a=3.39) P



Energy

Energy scans

- Performing an energy scan allows 

obtaining the energy of each Laue 

reflection so that scattering vectors 

length can be determined

- Indexing akin to single crystal 

monochromatic diffraction



Analysis/Energy Scan data Analysis





XMAS Utilities

Utilities/Simulate Laue Pattern image

Utilities/Stereographic Projections



Load and 

index Si 

pattern again

P



Analysis/Options

P



Utilities/Simulate Laue pattern Image

P



P



Utilities/Stereographic Projection in XYZ

P



How many grains of quartz in 

Quartz_0001.tif?
P



P



P



Zirconia_0001.tif is a tetragonal ZrO2 particle on a 

sapphire (Al2O3) substrate. Index the ZrO2 P



First index the sapphire and save it 

as a mask (*.msk file)
P



Remove the sapphire peaks
P



Then index the zirconia P



• Proof-of-concept shows that use 

of NERSC the way to go. Need to 

develop the tools further.

• Establish systematic use of 

NERSC capabilities by BL users 

for real-time data analysis through 

a user-friendly web-based tool.

• Develop new visualization tools 

for displaying multi dimensional 

datasets.

• New indexing scheme (adaptive 

indexing) correlating results 

between neighboring datapoints.

• Introduce reverse modeling tools 

for understanding plastic 

deformation at the mesoscale and 

guiding experiments.

• All hardware, network design, 

data management and science 

gateway framework directly re-

usable at other beamlines

XMAS: Future Developments



Under development: XRD Solution (as a replacement for 

XMAS)

- Portable 

(Windows/Mac/Linux)

- Faster

- Stand alone

- More intuitive



Thank you!

https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/bl12-3-2/

Facebook / X-Ray Microdiffraction

NTamura@lbl.gov

https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/bl12-3-2/
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Dislocation Slip systemCopper single crystal in compression 

(K. Magid et al., 2008)

Laue X-ray microdiffraction can offer a complete 

micromechanical picture of a sample…



Monochromatic beam X-ray microdiffraction 

methodology: mineralogical maps

Ferromanganese soil 

nodule (SEM)

The sample is scanned 

under a monochromatic X-

ray microbeam. At each 

step a diffraction pattern is 

collected with the CCD 

detector. Element map by 

scanning X-ray 

microfluorescence

gFe bMn

Mineral Distribution 

maps by scanning X-

ray microdiffraction

X-ray 



Peak search: fancier approach… Experimental Simulation

Multiple fit with n elliptical peak 

profiles:

P(x,y) = Si=0,n pi exp(-Ei) +pb

f

xc,yc
a

b



Monochromatic beam X-ray microdiffraction 

methodology: stress maps

(d-d0)/d0 = {S44/2} s sin2 – {(2S11+4S12-S44)/3} s

Buckling of a 

300 nm W thin 

film PVD 

deposited on Si

Blister on a 630 

nm (111) 

textured Au 

PVD deposited 

on Si

Optical image        stress map

Stress quickly relaxes to zero (or become sligthly 

positive) at the top of bucklings, while it is highly 

negative (compressive) in the film
Goudeau et al., APL 83 (2003) 51
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Electromigration at high temperature induces 

plastic deformation in the interconnect (Al and 

Cu)

 The majority of grains (~90%)  show peak 

streaking compatible with edge dislocations 

having dislocation line direction contained within 

5° of the current flow direction.

 For high stress regions, multiple glide system 

can be activated.

White beam example: electromigration induced plasticity in interconnects

[0,1,-1]/(1,1,-1)

[1,-1,0]/(1,1,1)

[1,0,1]/(1,-1,-1)

[1,0,-1]/(1,1,1)

Chen et al., 2008



And energy sensitivity in photon counting mode …

ALS/APS Fast Direct detection CCD (Prototype) …

KTP crystal indexed. The 

energy of each reflection 

can be measured …

 ab-initio indexation

 Energy-resolved Laue 

diffraction


